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ABSTRACT

The growth of several cemented carbides was analysed by means of probabilistic
models. These models are mathematical models and do not depend on physical
parameters. Then, they could allow to describe primary grains and to follow
their evolution during sintering without any experimental assumptions. Never-
theless, probabilistic models do not apply easily to the coarsening of
carbides with spherical grains such as TiC—Ni and TiC—Co.
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INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper (Quenec'h et al, 1992), an investigation on the growth of
WC grains in WC—Co alloys was made using probabilistic models. Two different
models were used : a Boolean scheme with poissonian grains and a mosaic model.
Using their properties, it has been shown that the coarsening of the WC grains
may be modelled by the Boolean scheme. The parameters of the model allow the
estimation of the kinetics parameters (kinetics exponent and activation ener-
gy). In this paper, the same approach is used for two other liquid phase
sintered cermets, TiC-Co and TiC—Ni (Figures l and 2). Because of the
morphology of these alloys, only multiphased models with spherical primary
grains are used.

THE PROBABILISTIC MODELS

The probabilistic models were first introduced by Matheron (1967) and were
afterwards used and developed in many disciplines (Serra, 1982; Stoyan and
al,, 1987; Jeulin, 1991). They follow the classical laws of the probabilistic
theory, have stereological properties and are characterized by a function T(K)
which represents the probability that a given compact K hits the set X :

T(K)=7’(KnX¢z)=l—7’(KcXc) (1)
where Xe is the complementary set of X.












